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Abstract. In this paper authors wish to present an approach to information 

modeling and software design suitable for developing evolvable semantic ap-

plications in the domain of research team formation. The novel proposals in-

clude specialization of generic paradigm of ontological engineering, specific 

types of machine-readable RDF ontologies and application of temporal look at 

information relevant for team formation. In order to validate theoretical ap-

proach a software prototype of the evolvable web-based semantic platform In-

foPort was developed. 
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1 Introduction 

Modern competitive research projects mostly require formation of strong and consis-

tent inter-disciplinary teams [1][2]. In this case the cohesive team of scientific experts 

shall be combined taking into account competences of each specific performer. The 

team as a whole shall provide possibility of carrying out the research. 

In universities such teams are frequently composed on demand. The issue of team 

formation, if it is understood as ―personalization of the individual‘s allocation to a 

group‖[3], becomes quite challenging in presence of time pressure, dynamically 

changed organizational structures and evolving employees skills. To our best know-

ledge most of university team leaders and grant writers try to solve such issue by ad 

hoc manner, mostly relying upon their intuition and informal inter-personal commu-

nications. At the same time the team leaders pessimistically estimate attempts to au-

tomate the team formation using information and communication technologies (ICT). 

There are several important reasons for such pessimistic attitude.  The team forma-

tion methods include both formal and human-oriented tasks to accomplish. For exam-

ple, obviously semantic interoperability should be maintained among the members of 

the team who have overlapping scientific interests and research qualification. Also 

personal interconnections and social aspects have great impact, stimulating or declin-

ing willingness of team members to be vulnerable to the actions of others on the basis 

of the expectation that the other members will perform needed actions. The later issue 
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usually is identified as trust management. In [4] Germain mentions that ability, bene-

volence, and integrity can parsimoniously encompass the concept of trustworthiness, 

the immediate precursor to trust. 

Although several research initiatives and software tools exist for formation of 

teams in such contexts as manufacturing, collaborative learning, multi-disciplinary 

research [2][5][6] , the problem of proper conceptualization of the cross-disciplinary 

domain of team formation and effective information modeling of such complex mat-

ters as trustworthiness or competencies still reduces potential benefits of application 

of information  technologies. Most of available software tools exploit traditional data-

base approach and techniques of Human Resource Management (HR). Such approach 

does not fit well the situation. In presence of dramatic variations in the target domain 

of research and expected characteristics of the research team end-users wish to get 

access to evolvable applications. In that case the developers cannot rely upon stable 

database scheme, predetermined queries and stable application designs. 

Because the task of information modeling has great significance for design of 

evolvable and dynamic applications in general, first of all we suggest to consider the 

problem of team formation from the information modeling point of view. In that con-

text we applied principles of Semantic web and ontological engineering to provide 

adequate information models for an evolvable semantic platform in the domain of 

research team formations with particular interest to the trust management. In order to 

achieve semantic interoperability relevant well-known ontologies are used to link 

together different chunks of data. In our research the ontology engineering approach 

was similar to well-known METHONTOLOGY methodology [7]. Basic RDF infe-

rence techniques help to deduce entailments of organizational structure and domains 

of research interests. 

Our principal novel proposal includes application of temporal look at information 

relevant for team formation. In parallel to traditional semantic repositories which 

contain only the latest snapshot of information we implemented a particular scheme 

for historic repository. This feature allows analyzing personal and collective evolution 

over the time. We found such capability very important for making strategic decisions 

about feasible directions of advances.  

To validate our theoretical approach we designed a prototype of the evolvable web-

based semantic platform InfoPort which supports formation of university research 

teams. The prototype combines four major own modules (data extractor/crawler, im-

port, knowledge engine and web-frontend) and third-party RDF repositories. Para-

digm of linked data, service-oriented design and wide application of open standards 

allow easy extending InfoPort platform and building full-fledged evolvable web-

applications for automated or semi-automated formation of research teams. 

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes design of prin-

cipal data models, including overview of historical repository for temporal analysis of 

research interests. In Section 3 we present design of InfoPort platform and technical 

information about particular methods and algorithms of data crawling applied in our 

prototype. In the conclusion we compare our approach to similar researches and de-

fine further steps needed to mature the proposed models and software design. 
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2 Information modeling of the discourse domain 

Information modeling and proper world representation play a crucial role in the task 

of teams formation. Until now in that domain the consensus is not achieved yet in 

precise definition and conceptualization of the core concepts, including the notion of 

teams. For example, in [1] J.R. Holenbeck et al. emphasize, that ―any researcher 

doing a meta-analysis might find it difficult to explore the moderating influence of 

tasks, samples, and contexts because of the lack of consensus on classification sys-

tems.‖ In [6] Hodik et al. also support the same statement in terms of lacking in ade-

quate methods of competence management in distributed systems: ―there is no com-

mon terminology of competency management; the terms ‗competency‘, ‗competency 

class‘, ‗competency instance‘ and ‗profile‘ are used in several slightly different mean-

ings.‖ For our purposes the following definition of competency [8] seems to be the 

most adequate: ―The notion of competency provides an observable account of con-

crete human capacities under specific work conditions.‖ 

    The situation of unstable terminology and confronting view points on team for-

mation processes becomes the key obstacle on the way of exploiting information sys-

tems in general, and traditional database technologies with predetermined data sche-

ma in particular. 

To get rid of repeating reengineering of DB schema in our approach to information 

modeling we offer to accept the hypothesis of open world and to implement the world 

representation using the generic concept of ―linked data‖ and technologies of Seman-

tic Web. In this case all information may be represented in the machine-readable form 

of RDF
1
 triples. In the considered scenario RDF allows for extending the informa-

tional contents by demand supporting evolvability of our solution. 

The second advantage of the proposed approach consists of strong semantic intero-

perability. Indeed, in the global network large amount of relevant ontologies and vo-

cabularies exist in the form of RDF. Unified representation of heterogeneous informa-

tion in the form of RDF and ability of SPARQL
2
 query language to process federated 

queries give bold foundations for establishing tight relations between different rele-

vant sources of information and maintain consistence and up-to-date state of informa-

tion easily.  

 Selection of the basic semantic technologies determines a methodology for data 

modeling in our approach. To structure information about researchers, their skills, 

competences and other relevant facts we apply the method of ontological engineering. 

From our point of view it is similar to well-known METHONTILOGY methodology 

[7] which has been recommended by FIPA for the ontology construction task. In our 

research we also have passed through such development activities as specification, 

conceptualization, formalization and implementation. On the conceptual level we 

distinguish four types of ontologies which comprise the information model in the 

semantic platform, and are described below:  

 organizational ontology; 

                                                           
1 http://www.w3.org/RDF/ 
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/ 
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 ontology of scientific areas; 

 personal ontology; 

 historical ontology. 

 

Fig. 1.  Organizational ontology 

Organizational ontology (Fig.1) contains classes and instances describing an orga-

nizational structure of particular research institution. Instances of the ontology 

represent both stable organizational units like departments or chairs, and ad hoc vir-
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tual structures like project teams. In order to maintain semantic interoperability we 

propose to build the organizational ontology on the basis of W3C organization ontol-

ogy
3
. This ontology is aimed at supporting linked data publishing of organizational 

information across a number of domains. In order to present more elaborated founda-

tions for teams formation we extended the original W3C organizational ontology 

introducing the typology of teams as it was proposed in [1].  

The second ontology represents scientific areas and brings considerable contribu-

tion to the unification and semantic integration of researchers‘ characteristics. That‘s 

a matter of fact that multiple grant application systems, HR components and other 

ICT-systems require specification of research interests in terms of the limited set of 

taxonomies which describe scientific areas. This circumstance provides us for a prac-

tical ability to perform the first step of the semantic search among corresponding 

team‘s candidates without application of sophisticated natural language processing 

algorithms. 

In our research several science taxonomies were considered. Currently two tax-

onomies are used together as a machine-readable ontology of scientific areas in our 

project. The first part of this ontology is international UNESCO nomenclature for 

fields of science and technology
4
. This nomenclature has such attractive features as 

deep hierarchical structure of concepts, good coverage of scientific domains, several 

national translations and wide acceptance in international science as an international 

standard. Also this nomenclature has more affordable structure in comparison with 

Dewey decimal system classification
5
. The second part of the ontology was developed 

by our research team on the basis of the national scientific classification called e-

library, which is widely used in the national practice of scientific research, multiple 

grant application systems, etc. Exploiting of common parent concepts in both parts of 

the ontology may leverage their simultaneous using and interconnecting with other 

search engines and techniques. That‘s why for developing the part of national scientif-

ic classification we propose to use the concepts of knowledge structuring developed 

in W3C technology ―Simple Knowledge Organization System‖ (SCOS)
6
. In such case 

the developed ontology becomes a kind of instance-based ontology where taxonomy 

topics are represented as instances of skos:Concept class. Relations are established by 

link types skos:narrower and skos:broader. Predicate links skos:prefLabel and 

skos:notation are used to define human-readable properties of the instances. In the 

result the principles of mapping between existing taxonomy and derived ontology of 

scientific areas may be represented as Fig.2 demonstrates. 

 

 

                                                           
3 http://www.w3.org/TR/2012/WD-vocab-org-20121023 
4 http://skos.um.es/unesco6/ 
5 http://dewey.info/ 
6 http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/ 
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Fig. 2.  Principles of mapping between taxonomy and the ontology of scientific areas 

The third personal ontology represents a significant part of professional knowledge 

needed for team formation. This ontology represents an actual snapshot of present 

person-oriented information available in the result of periodical web crawling through 

the university portal, results of the articles processing, and results of logical inference 

which provide for description of competences and skills. In our research we classify 

information about researchers according the following principal aspects: 

a. Researcher as a person. 

b. Researcher as a skillful agent. 

c. Researcher as a team member.  

At some extent the specified aspects reflect the Gero‘s Function-Behavior-

Structure (FBS) Ontology [5] and leverage application of the paradigm of smart de-

sign of research community in presence of situatedness. The first aspect of personal 

ontology describes such traditional and more less stable characteristics as last and first 

names, education, etc. The second aspect is tightly related to the notion of skills in 

terms of relevant topics of scientific classification taxonomies and keywords describ-

ing interests and skills of the person in free form. The last aspect contains information 

about participating the person in different kinds of projects or teams, connects person-

al ontology with the organizational ontology. 

In order to consistently represent all three aspects of the person in terms of the 

same ontology we offer to use major concepts of W3C FOAF (Friend of Friend) vo-
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cabulary specification
7
. This specification is aimed at machine –readable representa-

tion of reusable information about people, groups, companies and other entities acting 

as agents in different activities. In this case their relationships become explicitly 

represented by different types of FOAF concepts from such sections as FOAF Basic 

(familyName, givenName, firstName), FOAF Personal Info (interest, currentProject, 

pastProject, etc), FOAF Projects and Groups, and FOAF Documents and Images (im-

age). 

In addition to the standardized FOAF classes our personal ontology also contains 

several new link classes for semantic integration with other aspects. For example, our 

personal ontology provides class infoport:classify for linking with the ontology of 

scientific areas  and class infoport:freeKeywords for specification of skills in terms of 

free text keywords. At the same time W3C FOAF and W3C organization ontology 

have connection via a shared concept foaf:Agent. An example of consistent represen-

tation of different aspects is depicted on Fig.3. 

 

Fig. 3.  Classes of personal ontology 

The introduction of the fourth element in our approach, the historical ontology, 

strongly differentiates our work from other known ontology-based approaches to the 

teams formations. We believe that decision support of such complex task as formation 

of effective research teams should take into account not only snapshot of present 

skills and competences, but instead it should be based on the temporal representation 

and the historic, evolutionary view point. 

                                                           
7 http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/20070524.html 
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Temporal representation may be achieved using the paradigm of system‘s life-

cycle. More specifically, in our approach we use the concepts of BORO [9] and prin-

ciples of temporal modeling proposed in ISO 19526
8
. Temporal aspects of personal 

information may be represented in the historical ontology using reification of RDF 

statements as follows (Fig.4). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Structure of the historical repository 

Each modification in personal ontology is reflected in the historical ontology via 

modification of corresponding instances of infoport:State class. Modifications include 

creating new instances with corresponding values of infoport:TimeStart attribute and 

attaching attribute infoport:TimeEnd to existing instances. Delete operation is never 

applied to the historical ontology. 

Given complete temporal information from the historical ontology InfoPort plat-

form may provide a team builder with intuitively clear representation of personal 

evolution in terms of time line view (Fig.5). 

 

 

Fig. 5.  The timeline of the person 

                                                           
8 http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=29556 
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This view combines segments of keywords or topics of science taxonomy together 

with temporal information about participating in particular research projects or stable 

organizational structures. Such combination allows for deep analysis of transient or 

sustainable scientific interests of the person as well as providing the basis for the trust 

management. Indeed, the temporal view point on the person‘s research interests has 

direct connection with the concept of cognition-based trust. In [4] Germain notes that 

cognition-based trust occurs due to perceptions of competence, reliability, and depen-

dability It is based on reasoning about others‘ reliability and dependability. The com-

petence, integrity, ability, and past record of the person being trusted form the rational 

basis for withholding trust.  

Combining all aspects together our approach to information modeling facilitates ef-

fective design of evolvable semantic platforms for support of team formation provid-

ing: 

1) foundations for semantic interoperability; 

2) extensibility of information model; 

3) temporal representation of information. 

 

Taking a pragmatic point of view we may note that explicit separation of four on-

tologies allows for flexible implementation strategy. It means that given specifics and 

update policies for each of the four ontologies the developers can easily choose the 

most appropriate implementation of RDF repository in terms of performance and 

representation power of the query language. The available solutions may vary from 

simple RDF triple stores to quite sophisticated OWL inference engines. Example of 

such ontology-related implementation strategy is given in the next section. 

3 Design of the platform 

Proposed methods of the information modeling were practically applied during design 

and implementation of the evolvable semantic platform for research team formation 

called Information Port (InfoPort). High level design of the InfoPort platform is based 

on principles of Service-Oriented Architecture. The following services are distin-

guished (Fig.6): 

 Crawler Service. 

 Import Service. 

 Web Backend Service. 

 RDF Store Service. 
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Fig. 6.  InfoPort Conceptual Design 

 

Implementation of Crawler Service uses Python
9
 programming language and 

Lxml
10

 library for processing HTML. The service is monitoring the information in the 

website using Hash function within a week period. After changing of information new 

structured data crawls and extracts from their pages using XML parser. The data 

represents as RDF triples and stores to the MySQL
11

 database. Triples include hierar-

chical information as it originally is in the source. The first level is an alphabetical 

ordered list of group of scientist, second is a scientist with his personal interests and 

papers, and third is papers with its features. This data compose JSON request for na-

tive REST interface of ImportService  

Implementation of Import and Web Backend services is based on JRuby pro-

gramming environment and RubyOnRails Framework. During implementation sever-

al Ruby libraries for working with RDF were tested like RDF.rb
12

, Sparql-client li-

brary
13

, as well as RDF mappers SPIRA
14

, ActiveRdf
15

. Due to performance issues 

after several experimental mock-ups the final design decision was to refuse using 

high-level object-mapping libraries (i.e. SPIRA). Instead, the implementation uses 

low-level SPARQL queries and RDF manipulation methods via native REST-based 

interface provided by RDF.rb library.  

                                                           
9 http://www.python.org 
10 http://lxml.de 
11 http://www.mysql.com 
12 http://rdf.rubyforge.org/ 
13 https://github.com/ruby-rdf/sparql 
14 https://github.com/datagraph/spira 
15 http://activerdf.org/ 
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For RDF repository Services two alternatives were tested in our project: OpenRDF 

Sesame
16

 and free version of Allegro Graph 4.0 
17

. Four different kinds of RDF repo-

sitories were created for each of  four ontologies: 

1)  Persistent repository for personal ontology with capability of RDFS inference. 

2)  In-memory repository for e-lib taxonomy with capability of RDFS inference.  

3) In-memory repository for organizational ontology with capability of RDFS infe-

rence. 

4) Persistent plain RDF repository for historical ontology.  

      InfoPort platform implements communication between services using REST-

interfaces and JSON-based encoding. For example, the table below describes the 

REST interface of the import service. 

 

Table 1.  Interface specification for InfoPort Import Service 

Method HTTP  URL Data  

Encoding 

Create 
POST http://xx.yy.xx.ww/infoport/entities JSON 

Read 
GET http://xx.yy.xx.ww/infoport/entities/:id.json JSON 

Update 
PUT http:// xx.yy.xx.ww/infoport/entities/:id JSON 

Delete 
DELETE http:// xx.yy.xx.ww/infoport/entities/:id  

 

Currently the InfoPort production environment uses deployment of all components 

to the same Tomcat server, however distributed configuration is also available due to 

wide using federated SPARQL queries. 

Experimental setup of InfoPort contains factual information about more than three 

hundred employees of HSE NRU branch at Nizhny Novgorod. InfoPort updates in-

formation every month and temporal part of ontology is modified accordingly. 

The multi-service graphical user interface is available for team builders (Fig.7). This 

interface provides such functions as multi-criterion search, visualization of present 

keywords in the form of tag cloud, visualization of temporal characteristics of the 

person in the form of time line. 

                                                           
16 http://www.openrdf.org/ 
17 http://www.franz.com/agraph/allegrograph/ 
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a)                                                        b) 

Fig. 7.  InfoPort User Interface:  

a) – front page; b) – enlarged view of personal time line. 

4 Discussion and conclusion 

In this article we presented a new approach to support of research team formation 

focusing in information modeling and ICT-support via the evolvable semantic plat-

form. The proposed methods of modeling use the concepts of ―linked data‖ and onto-

logical engineering, supporting the following statement of Christakis and Fowler: ―To 

know who we are, we must understand how we are connected‖[10].  

Several other approaches also use semantic modeling for teams or group formation 

and offer using of FOAF vocabulary for building virtual teams and request- based 

virtual organizations in manufacturing [6][11], Communities of Practice (CoP) 

oriented towards learning activities [12][13][3]. However those proposals mainly 

target the domain of collaborative learning and do not take into account intrinsic fea-

tures of the research teams formation (like specific team types mentioned in [2]).   

On the level of information modeling the principal distinction between our ap-

proach and other mentioned works mostly deals with modeling the temporal aspect. 
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Such research works in social networking as [14] introduce a similar concept of dy-

namic co-authorship maps but only partially investigate the temporal aspects of con-

nections between persons and skills.  

Machine-readable structured ontologies developed according to our approach laid 

in the foundation of the semantic service-oriented platform InfoPort. The purpose and 

functionality of that platform may be compared with e-Cat architecture [6][11] and 

such systems as ECOLEAD and PANDA which represent prototype implementations 

of the e-Cat architecture. The e-Cat is an agent-based architecture for the facilitation 

of members‘ profiles and competencies in alliances of small and medium enterprises. 

E-Cat architecture also uses the concept of life cycle, but that concept is applied to 

modeling the whole virtual organization instead of modeling individual evolution of 

skills and competences of a researcher as it is done in our approach. Also e-Cat archi-

tecture precisely defines the notion of competency and uses graph-oriented structures 

for their representation which are close to ontologies.  

The developed ontologies and software implementation of the InfoPort platform 

open opportunities for further developing methods and tools for decision support dur-

ing research teams formation. Several principal research interests form the roadmap 

for the next steps in our research. Because e-Cat architecture does not provides com-

plete solutions for the problems of automated deducing competencies and ensuring 

consistency among the shared definitions of competencies we wish to include these 

issues to the roadmap of our further research. The next target is to develop a compre-

hensive formal model and practical algorithms for automated team formation based 

on gathered ontological data. In [15] Ounnass et al propose to use the technique of 

constraints satisfaction to form the learning groups. In [16]  Vokřínek et al. propose to 

use distributed multi-agent methods of formation of virtual organizations based on 

contract net and auctions. Their proposals give bold foundations for effective applica-

tion Multi-agent technologies and multi-agent communication protocols. In our case 

application of soft–computing paradigm of Kohonen‘s self-organizing Maps (SOM) 

allow formation of hierarchical teams.  

A promising direction of the research includes integrating own personal ontologies 

and existing individual-oriented vocabularies and ontologies for competency specifi-

cation. The later include General User Model Ontology (GUMO)[17]  and the former 

include the Reusable Definition of Competency or Educational Objective (RDCEO) 

or generic competency schema (GCS)[8]. Such integration will facilitate advanced 

search capabilities augmented by psychological testing, thorough description of re-

searchers behavior and analysis of competencies gaps. This integration will be a solid 

basis to cope the problems of strong personality in research teams overviewed in [2]. 

Inclusion into consideration such aspect will bring us closer to the solution of trust 

management in the research teams and practical application of the concept of tem-

plates for successful virtual teams, as it was described [4]. 
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